Home News: News updates of Eritrean Kunama child soldiers
The Eritrean regime has designed a three category hierarchy of militias.
The newly and forcibly conscripted Kunama children were allocated in to
police, infant or ground force and intelligence units. As such, Ala Bayato,
Ugale Tishoma and Shabirito Ali were assigned to police department
while Balla Asania, Oddili Buti, Toto Udi, Bamba Nayte and Walu
Amaren allocated to intelligence units and Aramba Shabi and Herke
Addirri were taken to the same institution but to the intelligent unit
situated in Karina Bridge.
In addition to this, Amaren Alibay, Addu Ambo, Ambaru Shani, Dabi
Mahmud, Orsoma Buti, Alawi kenni, Kawallo Ondim, Efrim Afaray and
Armadan Aliyan were disqualified and relieved from militia force.
Meanwhile, Efrim Afaray and Dabi Mahmud were forced to retake arms
on the same day because they were platoon leaders. No wonder for the
regime to take another repressive actions up on its loyal servants. Bashir
Ishmail was among the best loyal intelligent heads finally was headed to
prison with severe torture. The same happened to Janni Rico who is
administrator of Binbilna and its surroundings, finally tortured and left
unconscious in Barentu military prison cell.
The administrator of Shambakko Tesfay Gebru and head of the 18th
regiment, weddi Hagos, are on their way of the third round mass arrest
scheme and emptying the five newly nominated vilages: Aykota,
Karkasha, Mariti, Tole Gamuja and Taykanabo for the alleged pretext
that they are supporters of DMLEK. They have conducted meetings in
tole gamuja on 30/01/2016, 31/01/2016 in Aykota and 02/02/2016 in
Karkasha. The agenda was one and the same: to trace and gun down
DMLEK’s liberation fighters as compulsory engagement being the first,
and hunting and bringing drop out members of military was the second
agenda.
The two arrogant members of the PFDJ regime are planning to conduct
the same type of meeting in Taykanabo. In 2008, Mustafa Nurhussein
and General Tawil and his aides were responsible for the poisoning,
displacing, and killing the inhabitants of Faulina, Boshoka, and
Shambakko sub urbans. Today, the pattern of ethnic cleansing and
clearing off Kunama inhabitants is being carried out by the two Tesfay
Gebru and Woldu Hagos.
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